Corporate environments have varying requirements, from internal uses such as board meetings, executive communications and training, to external uses like sales, marketing and digital signage targeting potential clients.

Vision Technologies understands these requirements and can develop a custom solution to accommodate any business environment or architectural vision. Whether you need sophisticated show control technology along with the newest hi-definition video, intelligent/architectural lighting and multi-channel audio to deliver breath-taking entertainment to facilities of all sizes or you need to present the state of the network on a video wall command center, Vision can help.

Our staff draws from diverse backgrounds and experience in all areas of systems integration. We recognize that each project is different, and apply our collective expertise to meet those unique challenges. Our goal is a quality installation and complete customer satisfaction.

Working closely with architects, designers, facilities managers and both IT and construction professionals, Vision Technologies designs, builds and installs world-class audiovisual environments for all forms of presentation, communication and collaboration.

- Design and Project Engineering
- Consulting
- AV Systems Integration
- Design/Build
- Installation
- Client Training
- Preventative Maintenance and Warranties

Our trained, certified designers provide a complete implementation - including consultation, engineering, coordination and labor for display, video, audio, smart control systems, as well as required plates, connectors and cables.

Boardroom Display Systems
Corporate Meeting Rooms
Control Systems
Training Facilities
Briefing Rooms
Emergency Operations Centers
Command & Control Centers

A typical turn-key installation follows a specific schedule. Vision Technologies will assemble a team to assist and implement a project from concept to commissioning stages.

**CONCEPT**
We will assist the customer in determining which elements will be best suited for the venue or event.

**PRELIMINARY SPECS**
We provide the general specifications for all areas of the project.

**BUDGETARY STAGE**
An important and sensitive area of any project is the cost to the customer. Vision Technologies will complete an itemized cost schedule for all systems.

**SCHEDULING**
A commencement and completion schedule will be determined by working with the owners, architects and other subcontractors.

**SHOP DRAWINGS**
Our design department will develop technical drawings to be used for approval and construction.

**PRELIMINARY VISITS**
At this stage, a Project Supervisor will be chosen and a site visit will follow appropriately.

**SITE INSTALLATION**
The Project Supervisor and a team will begin the installation as defined by the preliminary visits.

**TESTING AND COMMISSION**
Upon completion, the system will be tested and all operators trained.

**COMMUNICATIONS**
All pertinent literature and manuals will be delivered to the customer or consultant.

**AS BUILT DRAWINGS**
Updated drawings and CAD documents will be completed and delivered to the customer upon project completion.